Solid-State Physics Workshop

Want to know more about the Language of Physicists?

- Describe a crystal
- Interpret a band diagram
- What is a quasiparticle
- Why we believe in holes
- Exceptional properties of phonons
- And more!

Bring a pen and a notebook:

We provide a tutorial course to answer your questions!

No exams or grading! 😊

Pizza/soda at end of first and last session

First Session: 12:00PM – 1:00 PM Monday Feb 9
Place: BEURY 404

For details, please contact Dr. Loranne Vernisse or Dr. Laszlo Frazer (Beury Hall 047, 042)
Email: vernisse@temple.edu Phone: (215) 204-3164 or 9704
Borguet Research Group